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105 $a Igbo $A Ibo $b Central Igbo $B Umuahia dialect $B Owerri dialect $d Kwa $e Nigeria, East
Central State and Mid-Western State $f 6 million $g Merritt Ruhlen $g John Crothers (review)

105 $a Williamson, Kay $b 1969 $c "Igbo" $e Twelve Nigerian Languages, ed* by Elizabeth Dunstan,
pp. 85-96, $g New York: Africana

105 $a Carnochan, J. $b 1948 $c nA study on the phonology of an Igbo speaker" $d Bulletin of the
School of Oriental and African Studies, XII, 416-427

105 $a Swift, L.B., A. Ahaghota, and E. Ugorj i $b 1962 $c Igbo Basic Course $g Foreign Service
Institute, Washington D. C.

105 $a Ladefoged, Peter $b 1968 $B second edition $c A phonetic study of West African languages $g
London: Cambridge University Press
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105 $a Ward, Ida C. $b 1935 $c An introduction to the Ibo language $g Cambridge: W, Heffer and Sons

105 $a BREATHINESS AND ASPIRATION PROSODY $A Carnochan finds that breathiness or aspiration tends
to spread over an entire phrase. (p.424f ) This is rather suggestive in light of the possible
role of the pharynx in the vowel harmony system, and the frequent association of breathiness
with pharyngeal type vowel harmony. However, no correlation of breathiness with vowel harmony
is apparent, IJHC]

105 $a LONG VOWELS $A Examples include many words with doubled vowels (see Carnochan). Apparently
these are to be considered disyllabic, and are not mentioned by Williamson in connection with
syllable structure.

105 $a NASAL PROSODY $A Nasalization is syllabic, occurring on both the iniiial consonant and the
vowel, in syllables beginning with nasal consonants or with the fricatives /f, v, 5, z,
s-hacek/ and also /r-flap, h/. (Swift, et al., also have a few words with labialized velar
stops before nasal vowels - an impossible sequence according to Williamson and Carnochan.) All
the sources associate the nasality with the consonant. After nasal .consonants the vowel is
automatically nasalized. The other continuants are written either plain or with a nasalization
diacritic (tilde) to mark nasality or lack <therof on the whole syllable. In conformity with
Archive analyses of other languages, we have analyzed nasality as a feature of the vowel
system, treating the nasalized fricatives as conditioned variants before nasalized vowels. In
the case of the nasal consonants, they are in complementary distribution with the voiced stops
and also with the sonorants /l, yod, w/. Certain affixes show alternation between /I/ and /n/,
and between /w/ and /eng-labialized/, depending on the nasality of the preceding stem.
(Carnochan, p. 425) However, there is no data indicating pairing of /m/ or /n-palatal/ with
particular oral consonants. For this reason the nasal consonants have not been grouped with
oral consonants in the phonemic analysis, IJHC)

105 $a PALATALIZED CONSONANTS $A Williamson treats these consonants as clusters with /yod/ or /w/,
Carnochan as units. The latter interpretation is used here, since the co-occurrence conditions
are so restrictive. The affricates are analyzed by Williamson as clusters of alveolar stop with
/yod/, by Carnochan as palatalized alveolars,

105 $a STRESS $A Not discussed in the sources.

105 $a SYLLABLE $A (C)V $A This syllable structure requires analysis of palatalized and labialized
consonants as units, and of /m-syllabic/ as a separate syllable, when it occurs in word-final
posi tion.

105 $a TONE $A domain of tone: syllable $A "Igbo has a downdrift type of intonation, ...a high tone
after a low tone is not as high as the high tone which preceded the low tone,.,, Igbo, like
Efik, is a terraced-level tone language. This means* (a) whereas, after a low tone, there is
only the possibility of a high tone or another low tone,.!(b) after a high tone, there are
three possibilities: (1) a low tone (L)5 (2) a high tone at the same pitch level (H); (3) a,
high tone which is lower than the preceding high (i.e. downstep (0) + high ),".( p. 92-93

)

105 $a VOUEL HARMONY $A The vowels fall into two harmonic sets, a higher set /i , epsilon, u, o/,
and a lower set /e, a, upsilon, o-open/. According to Swift et al. the higher set are quite
"tense, " the lower set "lax.' 1 Ladefoged, (in A Phonetic Study of West African Languages, p,39)
finds that cineradiography tracings show the lower set have a more retracted tongue body and
more narrow pharynx than the higher set; this is most noticeable with the vowels /i , e, u,
upsilon/. Within a morpheme only vowels from one set may occur. Most prefixes and suffixes
alternate between a higher and a lower vowel form, harmonizing with the stem. Compounds do not
require harmony. (Swift, et al., p. 81

)

105 01 $A Ladefoged's list of phonemes does not include /p-palatalized, t-implosive, g-breathy
voice-labialized, v/. He writes the palatal affricates as palatal stops, /p-implosi ve/ as
tk/p)

, /h-palatalized, h-labialized/ as tc-fricati ve, w-voicelessl , and /r-flap/ as
tr-approximant)

.
He also has an additional phoneme, /b-breathy voice-implosi ve/, not found in

the other sources.

105 02 $A /p-implosive/ (orthographic "kp") is "usually a voiceless bilabial plosive, with little or
no velar contact." (Williamson, p. 86) Carnochan and Swift et al. agree on the description as a
voiceless bilabial implosive.

105 03 $A /b-implosive/ is described simply as a voiced implosive by Carnochan, Swift et al.,
Ladefoged, and Ward. Williamson indicates it has a "labialized off-glide," and that it is Ig/bl
in some dialects. Ward (p. 6) notes both these sounds as possible dialect variants.

105 0!
» $A /t-implosive/ is only found in some dialects, e.g. Owerri Town. (Williamson, p. 85) Carnochar

does not list it; Swift et al. do.

105 05 $A /r-flap/ is called a flap by Swift et al. Carnochan and Williamson classify it as a "roll"
on their charts.

105 06 $A Williamson describes /upsilon/ as more "central" than /u/, as do Swift et al, Ladefoged's
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cineradiography tracings and formant measurements do not confirm this judgment.

105 30 $A Some dialects have [phi] for /f/. (Williamson, p. 88)

105 31 $A "In Onitsha Town Igbo /gamma/ is (yod] , a voiced palatal approximant, before front vowels
and twJ , a voiced labial velar approximant, before back vowels. 11 (p. 88)

105 60 $A /s, z/ become [ s-hacek , z-hacekl before /i , e, i-nasalized, e-nasal i zed/. (Williamson, p. 87)
(However, Carnochan's tables indicate a contrast between is] and Is-hacekl before /epsilon, a/
where by Williamson's rule only tsl should occur.)

105 61 $A /f, v, s, z, r-flap, r-f lap-palatal ized, h, h-palatalized, h-labialized/ are nasalized
before nasal vowels.

105 62 $A The syllabic nasal assimilates to the position of a following consonant within a word. (It
is bilabial word-finally.) (Carnochan, p. 423; Swift et »!., p.53f)

105 63 $A "In many dialects /epsilon/ has two allophones te-backed) and tepsilon] The distribution
of these allophones differs according to the dialect: d) Ohuhui te-backed] initially before
/i/ and /u/ (in the next syllable), tepsilon] elsewhere; (2) Umuoj i : te-backed] initially
before /i/, /u/, /o/ (in the next syllable), [epsilon] elsewhere; (3) Onitsha Town: te-backed]
initially before /i/, /u/, /o/, or finally after /i/ or /u/ (in the preceding syllable),
tepsilon] elsewhere." (p. 90)


